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BEFORE Registering TO ACCESS AND USE THE OSCRE INDUSTRY DATA MODEL (“OSCRE IDM”) ON www.OSCRE.org (“WEBSITE”), THE INDIVIDUAL, COMPANY OR ORGANIZATION THAT Registers (“YOU”) MUST READ AND AGREE TO THIS OSCRE IDM END USER LICENSE (“LICENSE”).

THIS LICENSE WILL ALLOW YOU TO USE THE OSCRE IDM AND INDIVIDUAL OSCRE IDM USE CASES (“USE CASES”) AS TOOLS TO PRODUCE OUTCOMES FOR YOUR PERSONAL USE OR FOR USE WITHIN YOUR COMPANY OR ORGANIZATION.

This license will not allow you to resell or to create derivative works from the OSCRE IDM or use cases. If you would like OSCRE’s license to these things, please contact info@oscre.org.

If you do not agree with all of the terms of this license, do not register to use the OSCRE IDM. By using the OSCRE IDM, you acknowledge that you read, understood and agreed to be bound by the terms of this license.

1. Grant. OSCRE International, Inc. (“OSCRE”) grants to you a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to:
   - Access the OSCRE IDM on this Website;
   - Download Use Cases; and
   - Use the OSCRE IDM or Use Cases or both as tools to produce outcomes for your personal use or for use within your company or organization.

2. Restrictions. You must:
   - Include, when you refer to or cite the OSCRE IDM or a Use Case: a) the web link https://www.oscre.org/idm and b) the copyright notice of the OSCRE IDM or Use Case version that you are referencing or citing (e.g., “© 2020 OSCRE International”);
   - Not interfere with or disrupt the Website, the normal use of the Website by other users or the servers and networks associated with the Website; and
   - Use the OSCRE IDM and Use Cases only as permitted by this License and not, without getting OSCRE’s prior written approval:
     - Reproduce the OSCRE IDM or any Use Case;
     - Create any derivative works based on the OSCRE IDM or any Use Case;
     - Resell the OSCRE IDM or any Use Cases;
     - Distribute the OSCRE IDM or any Use Cases;
     - Use the trademarks OSCRE®, OSCRE and Design® or OSCRE IDM™; or
     - Transfer this License, in whole or in part, to any third party.
3. Ownership.

OSCRE retains exclusive ownership of the OSCRE IDM, the Use Cases and all the intellectual property rights and goodwill embodied in both now and after this License expires or is terminated. This License and your use of the OSCRE IDM does not give you any claim to or ownership of the OSCRE IDM, the Use Cases or any of the intellectual property rights or goodwill embodied in both.

The OSCRE IDM and the Use Cases are protected by United States copyright and trade secret laws and by international treaty provisions. OSCRE®, OSCRE and Design® and OSCRE IDM™ are protected by United States trademark laws.


You acknowledge that the OSCRE IDM and Use Cases contain OSCRE proprietary trade secrets. You will, except as specifically permitted otherwise by this License, maintain the confidentiality of the OSCRE IDM and Use Cases using at least as great a degree of care as you use to maintain the confidentiality of your own confidential information. This provision survives License termination or expiration.

5. No Warranty.

OSCRE PROVIDES THE OSCRE IDM, USE CASES AND WEBSITE "AS IS" AND, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU USE THE WEBSITE, THE OSCRE IDM AND THE USE CASES AT YOUR OWN RISK AND THAT OSCRE DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE WEBSITE, THE OSCRE IDM OR THE USE CASES WILL: A) MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS; B) ENSURE ANY PARTICULAR RESULTS OR SUCCESS; C) OPERATE WITHOUT INTERRUPTION OR ERROR; OR D) NOT DAMAGE YOUR COMPUTER.

IF YOU ARE IN A JURISDICTION THAT DOES NOT ALLOW DISCLAIMERS OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, THAT PORTION OF THE DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS PROVISION SURVIVES LICENSE TERMINATION OR EXPIRATION.


OSCRE WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO YOU OR TO ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF YOUR USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE WEBSITE, THE OSCRE IDM OR THE USE CASES EVEN IF OSCRE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IF YOU ARE IN A JURISDICTION THAT DOES NOT ALLOW A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY THAT EXCLUDES CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THIS EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS PROVISION SURVIVES LICENSE TERMINATION OR EXPIRATION.
7. License Changes.

OSCRE may modify this License at any time for any reason by posting a new version of the License (“New License”) to the Website. As you must comply with each New License when that New License is posted, please check the Website regularly. If you do not agree to all of the terms of a New License, you must notify OSCRE that you are terminating the License.

8. Termination.

This License begins on your registration and ends when: a) you notify OSCRE that you are terminating the License; or b) OSCRE notifies you that OSCRE is terminating the License. OSCRE may terminate the License for any or no reason.

On License termination, your access to, and license to use, the OSCRE IDM, the Use Cases and the related intellectual property will end.

9. Contact OSCRE.

OSCRE welcomes suggested changes to the OSCRE IDM and Use Cases. If you would like to join in the discussion, please contact OSCRE at info@oscre.org.

To request OSCRE’s prior written approval for something not permitted by this License, please contact info@oscre.org.

To request a license to resell or to create derivative works based on the OSCRE IDM or Use Cases or both, please contact info@oscre.org.

10. General.

This License: a) is signed by you as an individual or as an authorized signatory of your company or organization; b) will be interpreted and enforced under Florida law without regard to its conflict of law principles; c) is the entire agreement between the parties, and supersedes all prior written or oral understandings between the parties with respect to its subject matter; and d) may be severed if any provision of the License is found to be unenforceable with the remaining provisions continuing in full force and effect as if the unenforceable portion did not exist.

The parties will attempt to resolve disputes arising out of this License through amicable and confidential negotiation. If the parties are unable to negotiate a resolution within 60 days, the parties will submit the dispute to final and binding arbitration in or near Orlando, Florida by a single arbitrator who is a former judge or a member of the Judicial Arbiter Group. This dispute resolution requirement does not prevent a party from seeking equitable, injunctive or emergency relief from a court of competent jurisdiction to preserve the status quo or to prevent irreparable harm pending arbitration completion.